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News from El Salvador

The Providence Scholarship (Beca) Program

begins a
new year

ISunday,
n the early morning of
January 18, 2015,

at the Sisters of Providence house
in La Papalota, the scene was set
for the first Providence Scholarship
(Beca) Program gathering of 2015.
One-hundred and twenty-five white

plastic chairs had been placed in the Romero
meeting room and on the ground under the terrace
at the back of the open Romero room. Large tarps
covered the terrace to provide protection from the
hot Salvadoran sun. A projector and screen had
been set up in the meeting room and tables and
chairs placed on the front porch of the house.
All was ready. The large front gate was opened
and the 104 participants in the 2015 Providence
Scholarship (Beca) Program began to arrive,
coming from thirteen communities (villages) in
the Bajo Lempa/Jiquilisco region.
Sister Marita Capili, president of the Council
of Administration for the Providence Beca Program,
in collaboration with the members of the council
(the Sisters of Providence serving in El Salvador)
and the program staﬀ, had planned well for
this meeting. There was a reception table
where each participant was welcomed and
given a name tag. At other tables, they
received their scholarship checks for January
while submitting their grades from the
previous semesters and providing information
regarding their community service projects.

INSIDE:

Thank you to donors
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s Our local community in El Salvador has chosen the name
Torogoz, the name of the national bird of El Salvador. Its
members are Sister Marcia Gatica (front) and (from left)
Sisters Marilyn Charette, Marita Capili and Kathryn Rutan.
These students had submitted their applications
for a scholarship in early December of 2014. This
January gathering was the first of monthly gatherings
that will take place this year. Because of the large
number of recipients, the gatherings will alternate,
with the 62 high school students meeting one month
and the 42 technical school and university students
meeting in the alternate month.
➺➺
t Members of a delegation from St. Aloysius
Parish in Spokane, Wash., were guest observers
at the Providence Beca Program meeting.

Leadership transition
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55 and under gathering

The Providence Scholarship (Beca) Program...
Jovenes of
Angela Montano
hosted a party
for the sisters. u
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pecial guest observers at this
meeting were the members of the
visiting delegation from St. Aloysius
Parish in Spokane, Wash. The delegation arrived as the students were
registering. Before the meeting
started and at the break time,
delegation members and students
had opportunities to test out their
Spanish and English speaking skills
in conversations with each other.
After the opening prayer,
Sister Marcia Gatica, serving as
moderator, introduced the Council
of Administration and the staﬀ
and then invited the members of
the delegation from St. Aloysius
Parish to introduce themselves.
Sister Marita led the students
in an interactive review of the goals
and objectives of the Providence
Beca Program and of the criteria for
receiving a scholarship. Providence
Associate Ana Delmi Serrano Ayala,
program coordinator, was invited to
present a statistical picture of the
Providence Beca Program, 2011-2014.
These statistics indicated a 45 percent
increase in the number of Beca recipients over this four-year period.
Providence Associate Transito
Ruano-Castro, formation coordinator,
reviewed the previous year’s formation
themes: nutrition and health, family
dynamics, social justice and diversity,
self-esteem and fear of failure,
human rights, sexually transmitted
diseases. Transito invited the Beca
recipients to participate in a survey
regarding the formation themes they
would like to have included in 2015.
Tulio Mancia, technical consultant, explained the inauguration
of the Providence Beca Program
(PBP) Facebook page, which will
be a principle communication
tool for the program participants,
staﬀ and the Sisters of Providence.
Tulio provided information for
the participants to sign up on
this exclusive Facebook page.

T

More about the
Providence Scholarship
(Beca) Program
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In Angela Montano

Ministry with the

Salvadoran children thrives

O n Saturday, January 24, 2015, the children of Angela

Montano gathered to have an afternoon of fun, games and treats with
the Sisters of Providence. The atmosphere was festive and colorful
and the children entered with enthusiasm into a variety of group
games facilitated by members of the Angela Montano youth group.

Sister Marilyn
Charette gives gifts
to the winners of
the games. t

t One of the boys takes
a whack at the piñata
filled with candy.

The highlights of the afternoon were the two large
piñatas filled with candy, one hanging from the roof of the
front porch for the boys and the other hanging from the
roof of the garage for the girls. Loud shouts of encouragement and laughter accompanied the children’s eﬀorts
as they smacked the piñatas in numerous attempts to
break them open, anticipating the many candies they
would eventually be gathering up. With the piñatas
having given up their treats, everyone settled down to
look at the candies they had gathered and to enjoy the
final surprise of this party, caramel ice cream cones.
Sister Marilyn Charette has been welcoming these
same children on three afternoons a week for the last two
years. The children, ages 5 to 13, have had the opportunity to color and draw, to make puzzles, to have books to
read and to play Bingo and, most especially, to be together
with Sister Marilyn. On Thursdays, the group went to
the park to play soccer and to enjoy the popsicles (charamuscas) that Marilyn had made the evening before.
During these two years, for shorter or longer periods
of time, visitors like Sisters Marita Capili, Marisol
Avila, Vilma Franco, Annette Seubert and Beatrice
LaFramboise have assisted with the children’s activities.

Sister Marilyn’s ministry in Angela Montano also
included being part of a weekly faith-sharing group,
making frequent visits to the families, and oﬀering
assistance in time of sickness, loss or tragedy by
providing transportation and counseling when needed.
One evening every week, Sister Marilyn has oﬀered
card games and conversation to a few young people.

T

he house in Angela Montano is owned by Father
Pedro Declercq, who oﬀered it for the use of the sisters in
2000. During the first week of February 2015, the four
sisters in El Salvador moved back into their house in La
Papalota, about a seven-minute drive from Angela
Montano. The Angela Montano house was returned to
Father Pedro.
Though the SP presence in Angela Montano has
changed, the sisters’ strong and loving relationships with
the families and the young people of this community are
important and will be maintained in the weeks and
months to come. l
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Editor’s note:

A priest prepares for Mass, which is celebrated
on both sides of the border.



In the last issue of Caritas,
you read about Sister Charlene
Hudon’s account of a couple of
weeks serving as a compassionate presence at the U.S. border
with Mexico. In this issue, Sister
Marisol Avìla, who went with
Sister Charlene to El Paso for a
few months, shares her thoughts.

by
Marisol
Avìla, SP

Sister Marisol Avìla (right) talks with women
on the other side of the border fence.

The women crossing
the U.S. border with Mexico
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are the pioneers
I am in El Paso, Texas,

and have received the gift of working
for many men, women and children
who are crossing the border between
the United States and Mexico.
As you can imagine, every
day is new and with many painful
experiences for everyone. Every day
I witness the lives, pain and hope of
these brothers, sisters and children
who leave all, many forced to flee the
violence and corruption of their own
countries of origin. At Casa Nazareth
(Nazareth House), we receive people
of all ages; since I arrived we have
received children from a few weeks
of life to an old man of 81 years.
We receive people from Mexico,
Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.
Nazareth House is open Monday
to Friday, normally, but if needed
it also is open on weekends. It
was interesting as the number of
arrivals increased after President
Obama’s speech on migration.
Some immigrants have told us the
coyotes who smuggle people across
the border say “now, this is a soft
pass”. When they speak of the United
States, they call it “The Other Side”.
I certainly consider this ministry
a blessing for me and for our entire

community. As we know, the whole
issue of migration is a big “economic
business” and finding a solution may
really be difficult. Thank the good
Lord, because we can now make our
presence and God’s Providence known
among those who are suffering the
pain and struggle that pressure to
leave home causes in their own lives.
I want to say THANK YOU, because
I know you are faithful with your
prayer and closeness. Thanks for your
cards and donations. And also I want
to share with you one of the many
experiences I have had. God bless.

--Marisol SP

Monday November 3, 2014
El Paso, Texas...

“On the border of many lives. . .”

I

t is Monday, and all seems
quiet. We do not know how many
people we will receive today, we
just have to wait, but in the last
month there are fewer every day. . .
Suddenly, the immigration police
appear with a large group of people,
about 40 including women, children
and young adults. They are hungry,

cold, aching and fatigued. This is a
wave of people with great energy,
but confused energy. This energy is
not clear; it is broken, smelly and not
transparent; this energy is off center
and in total disharmony. . . Their time
in the immigration office is about three
days and they wrap me with a whirlwind
of needs, demands and suffering. . .
The children are anxious, restless,
they are very hungry and they do not
listen to reason. They have spent many
days without taking a bath and the
smell permeates my nose and I can
hardly breathe in their midst. I feel
ashamed and weak.
The young are somewhere between
mistrust and the desire to know -where they are, who we are, and if they
can trust us. The men in their lives are
missing, detained or dead. . . For years
men have attempted to slip across the
border, but now the women and
children may go without them. Perhaps
some men await them later in a city on
“This Side”, but that does not mean
the journey will be a safe one.
The women are open. They are
the pioneers. They are at the head
of all the families that arrived today,
and are in search, apparently fearing
nothing. They are strong; they are
working; they are available to cope
with everything that comes. They
are hungry, cold and in pain, but
there they are. They are standing
and looking from the front, back
at the abusive husbands they have
left behind, or others who have died
or have been killed. Some of these
women are looking for their man.
They are moving; they do not stop

